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Figure 1. A match with comeback occurrence. (a) Trend View discloses the trend of game play during a match. (b) Trajectory View simulates the game replay. (c) Tactic Geographical Timeline View presents details of players’ behavior in the time period of interest. (d) Resource Time Sequence View displays the accumulated resources and changes in resources of each player. (e) Tactic Comparison View (Left) unfolds the temporal dynamics of all the tactical actions in two camps while Equipment Evolution View (Right) shows the equipment evolution hierarchies. (f) Player Billing Radar View represents the statistical information of each player.

Abstract—To design a successful Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) game, the ratio of snowballing and comeback occurrences to all matches played must be maintained at a certain level to ensure its fairness and engagement. Although it is easy to identify these two types of occurrences, game developers often find it difficult to determine their causes and triggers with so many game design choices and game parameters involved. In addition, the huge amounts of MOBA game data are often heterogeneous, multi-dimensional and highly dynamic in terms of space and time, which poses special challenges for analysts. In this paper, we present a visual analytics system to help game designers find key events and game parameters resulting in snowballing or comeback occurrences in MOBA game data. We follow a user-centered design process developing the system with game analysts and testing with real data of a trial version MOBA game from NetEase Inc. We apply novel visualization techniques in conjunction with well-established ones to depict the evolution of players’ positions, status and the occurrences of events. Our system can reveal players’ strategies and performance throughout a single match and suggest patterns, e.g., specific player actions and game events, that have led to the final occurrences. We further demonstrate a workflow of leveraging human analyzed patterns to improve the scalability and generality of match data analysis. Finally, we validate the usability of our system by proving the identified patterns are representative in snowballing or comeback matches in a one-month-long MOBA tournament dataset.

Index Terms—Game play data visualization, visual knowledge discovery, visual knowledge representation, and game reconstruction
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Multiplayer online battle arena, also known as MOBA, is a subgenre of video games in which two teams launch coordinated attacks on each other’s base. Since the release of League of Legends, MOBA games have become the most played online games after the surge of Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs). Its market is huge but highly competitive with popular ones including Warcraft III, DOTA, League of Legends, SMITE and DOTA 2. It typically involves intense actions, fast-paced decision making, team-oriented play, and skillful use of character abilities. Failure to provide good experiences in any of the areas would easily lead to a quick loss of players [18]. Therefore, understanding and creating an engaging gaming user experience (GUX) are crucial to the research and development of MOBA games.
Previous research shows that MOBA games contain the most distinct playing experience among different genres of video games: the players’ primary attractiveness comes from enjoyment and sense of reward from three aspects of challenges: competition and winning, mastering the challenges and difficulties presented by the games, and teamwork and fun with friends [13]. While the last aspect is more relevant to the quality of social interaction during the game, winning and encountering challenges are related more to the game design, such as resources, upgrades, conflicts and maps. Furthermore, research identifies that competition brings enjoyment to video games because it involves social-competitive situations as well [36]. Thus, for game designers, the considerations are how to strike a balance between delivering satisfactions for winning and achieving difficult challenges.

In MOBA games, game design and associated player performance are reflected in several types of game occurrences. We focus on two main occurrences: snowballing and comeback. Snowballing occurs when a team achieves and maintains certain advantages over their opponents without much effort throughout the remaining game. If it happens too frequently, players will tend to only undergo a limited set of actions instead of performing more complicated yet more enjoyable cooperation, combat and decision. Also, too much snowballing will encourage a player to dropout mid-game. Comeback, as in sports, occurs when a team overcomes a substantial disadvantage, particularly when this results in the disadvantaged team winning. If it happens too often, players may suffer from a misalignment between expectation and reality. However making the game impossible for comeback will also cause similar drawbacks to snowballing. Understanding when snowballing or comeback occurs during the game and the key features and events that lead to these occurrences can help game designers modify the existing game settings and maintain a good balance between the enjoyment derived from winning and that from difficult challenges for players. This also reduces dominant strategies that stereotype the gameplay and reduce players’ perceived freshness of the game [20]. Overall, keeping a good ratio of snowballing and comeback, among all the matches is crucial to creating a pleasant, sustainable gaming experience: players tend to play a fair game with believable causes and outcomes more than the ones which fail to exhibit these qualities [31].

Using data visualization [22] to understand the occurrences of snowballing and comeback in MOBA games is particularly effective for the low level of occurrence. First, a MOBA game is played co-ordinated in a spatiotemporal way. Each player controls an in-game unit called “hero”, travels within a fixed set of coordinates, and performs a fixed set of actions. All of these can generate precise information, which can be extracted in a structured way. Second, MOBA games share the same objective as team sports [5] and other collaborative games [11], i.e., individuals are organized into opposing teams that compete to win. Gameplay data analysis provides a better understanding of team strategies, game situations, and individual player’s behavior. Without a visual analytics system, the data is usually analyzed in aggregated statistics; thus, valuable insights into local details and trends are often missing [30]. Finally, we believe that visual analytics is preferable for satisfying our research objective, which is to study the said occurrences during the gameplay. Although artificial intelligence and machine learning have been introduced to predict the outcomes of MOBA games or extract the patterns that lead to such outcomes [1, 8, 26, 29, 39, 41], we are interested in observing the patterns that may come from a single event or a sequence of events and that result in comeback or snowballing, which are loosely defined. Automatically deriving meaningful rules or patterns using pure statistical analysis approaches is difficult without a clearly delineated definition of occurrence, which in turn makes automated solutions difficult to achieve. Visualization here becomes a convenient tool to define situations and explore useful patterns. It follows a Human-in-The-Loop (HTL) approach [4] to apply one’s own knowledge and interact with the results. Consequently, the domain knowledge can be included in the processes of visual analytics, instead of deriving the answers by automated analysis techniques.


to achieve the objective of visualization, we build a visual analytics system to help game designers discover patterns of occurrences and allow a new kind of exploration of MOBA games. We produce a full gameplay visualization demonstrating detailed information of team building, team combat and team tactics. In addition, we provide an overview of gameplay statistics to compare each team’s performance in terms of different indicators to aid the discovery of trends for potential situations. To provide additional insights into interesting patterns, we also propose a visual analytics workflow that enables experts to understand the characteristics of the two main occurrences and their overall distribution in a large collection of gameplay data before commercial public beta game testing. The techniques we propose have been used in the analysis of gameplay data from an unreleased commercial MOBA game offered by NetEase Inc.¹, a China-based listed Internet technology company. The major contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We address the challenges of improving gaming experience by modifying game design and present the visual design requirements to identify the reasons behind snowballing or comeback.
2. We develop a suite of interactive visualization techniques enhanced with new features to support visually assisted knowledge discovery and sense making from gameplay data, thereby helping game analysts explore the major reasons that contribute to the two occurrences.
3. We leverage the results obtained from a single game to discover valid patterns applicable to multiple matches.
4. We showcase an experience of working with real world game designers to iteratively design a visual analytics system, actual deployment, finding elicitation, and expert feedback.

2 BACKGROUND AND REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Rules of MOBA Games

In MOBA games, game design and associated player performance are reflected in several types of game occurrences. We focus on two main occurrences: snowballing and comeback. Snowballing occurs when a team achieves and maintains certain advantages over their opponents without much effort throughout the remaining game. If it happens too frequently, players will tend to only undergo a limited set of actions instead of performing more complicated yet more enjoyable cooperation, combat and decision. Also, too much snowballing will encourage a player to dropout mid-game. Comeback, as in sports, occurs when a team overcomes a substantial disadvantage, particularly when this results in the disadvantaged team winning. If it happens too often, players may suffer from a misalignment between expectation and reality. However making the game impossible for comeback will also cause similar drawbacks to snowballing. Understanding when snowballing or comeback occurs during the game and the key features and events that lead to these occurrences can help game designers modify the existing game settings and maintain a good balance between the enjoyment derived from winning and that from difficult challenges for players. This also reduces dominant strategies that stereotype the gameplay and reduce players’ perceived freshness of the game [20]. Overall, keeping a good ratio of snowballing and comeback, among all the matches is crucial to creating a pleasant, sustainable gaming experience: players tend to play a fair game with believable causes and outcomes more than the ones which fail to exhibit these qualities [31].

Using data visualization [22] to understand the occurrences of snowballing and comeback in MOBA games is particularly effective for the low level of occurrence. First, a MOBA game is played co-ordinated in a spatiotemporal way. Each player controls an in-game unit called “hero”, travels within a fixed set of coordinates, and performs a fixed set of actions. All of these can generate precise information, which can be extracted in a structured way. Second, MOBA games share the same objective as team sports [5] and other collaborative games [11], i.e., individuals are organized into opposing teams that compete to win. Gameplay data analysis provides a better understanding of team strategies, game situations, and individual player’s behavior. Without a visual analytics system, the data is usually analyzed in aggregated statistics; thus, valuable insights into local details and trends are often missing [30]. Finally, we believe that visual analytics is preferable for satisfying our research objective, which is to study the said occurrences during the gameplay. Although artificial intelligence and machine learning have been introduced to predict the outcomes of MOBA games or extract the patterns that lead to such outcomes [1, 8, 26, 29, 39, 41], we are interested in observing the patterns that may come from a single event or a sequence of events and that result in comeback or snowballing, which are loosely defined. Automatically deriving meaningful rules or patterns using pure statistical analysis approaches is difficult without a clearly delineated definition of occurrence, which in turn makes automated solutions difficult to achieve. Visualization here becomes a convenient tool to define situations and explore useful patterns. It follows a Human-in-The-Loop (HTL) approach [4] to apply one’s own knowledge and interact with the results. Consequently, the domain knowledge can be included in the processes of visual analytics, instead of deriving the answers by automated analysis techniques.

¹http://game.163.com/en/
time, which generally increases as it levels up, before it revives at its base. Each player receives a small amount of gold per second from its base. Moderate amounts of gold are rewarded for killing hostile computer-controlled units (Fig. 2b) and larger amounts for killing enemy heroes. Heroes use gold to buy a variety of items that are different in price and impact to upgrade their equipment. If heroes of one team become stronger, they can gain advantages in terms of securing objectives, killing enemy heroes and farming gold by killing computer-controlled units. As the stronger a team becomes, the more capable it becomes at destroying the enemy team and its base.

2.1.2 Complexity of Gameplay Data
The gameplay is recorded as spatiotemporal data among different characters with several time-varying attributes, such as equipment or experience. The combat between camps can be categorized based on the following three groups of attributes in the data:

A.1 Character Position. It provides the time-stamped positions of the players and computer-controlled units on the field. Each position is defined by x,y coordinates in the game map (Fig. 2a). It also facilitates ad-hoc analyses of the match dynamics, in which we can observe how each team is facing vis-à-vis the opponent’s base.

A.2 Character Status. This provides information on equipment level and health of players or computer-controlled units. The level determines how strong the player is and how fast the gold and experience of the whole team will grow. The distribution of level among players and its comparison with that of other teams can help identify possible occurrences patterns or biases in the game.

A.3 Skill Hits. This provides the information of “hits” during the game, including the targets e.g., other players (Fig. 2c), computer units or towers, as well as the time and location of these hits. This information enables us to capture more details of the game dynamics.

Timestamp plays the main role in aligning these three groups of information. To identify the hidden correlation between different attributes of data, such as the relationship between the equipment of players and game events, further data processing is needed. Generally, the events and states for MOBA games fall into the change of these categories: health point, cash, equipment status and character status. Each MOBA game has its own unique sets of behaviors and simulations in the gameplay, but most of the outcomes can be explained from these categories.

2.2 Domain Expert Expectations
2.2.1 Working with Domain Experts
We have worked with a team of experts from NetEase Inc.: one gaming user experience (GUX) analyst (E.1), one data analyst (E.2), and two game designers (E.3-4) to analyze a MOBA game that has undergone a one-month trial period with the public. In conventional practices, the GUX analyst understands game situations by observing real players, and the data analyst translates the gameplay statistics into insights. Then combining the GUX analyst’s impressions and the data analyst’s findings, the game designers decide how to improve the game settings.

More specifically, to begin with, data analysts (E.2) first divide a single match into nine periods of time, in which the first three can be treated as the initial phase, the middle three are the development phase, and the last three are the final phase. Then they compute the difference in cash between the two camps in each period ($\Delta t$) in which the progress of the game can be classified into three categories according to the differences: Gap Narrowing ($N_\text{gap}$), if the decrease in cash difference between two periods exceeds 10%; Gap Increasing ($i_\text{gap}$), if the increase in difference exceeds 10%; and Stable Gap, if the cash difference is stable ($N_\text{stable}$).

The game analysts we collaborate with have provided some rule-of-thumb to decide whether a snowballing or comeback occurs. The formula they used are as follows:

$$S \left\{ \begin{align*}
N_{\text{gap}} \leq \theta_N, \\
\max(\Delta t) > \theta_{\text{max}}, \\
\min(\Delta t) > \theta_{\text{min}}, \\
\text{avg}(\Delta t) > \theta_{\text{avg}},
\end{align*} \right. \quad C \left\{ \begin{align*}
f_i \geq \theta_f, \\
i_i \leq \theta_i, \\
\min(\Delta t) \leq \theta_{\text{min}},
\end{align*} \right.$$

where $f_i$ is the number of $N_i$ in the final stage, and $i_i$ is the number of $N_i$ within the initial stage. Each $\theta$ gives the threshold for each variable on the left and is dependent on an individual MOBA game. For the game we analyze, a snowballing game should have no more than one Gap Narrowing period ($N_\text{gap}$). Also, the amount of cash difference should not descend to certain values as well. For a comeback game, there should be more than two $N_\text{gap}$ in the final stage but no more than one $N_\text{gap}$ in the initial stage. Moreover, the minimum cash difference should not exceed a certain amount. To determine the values for each threshold, game analysts use trial-and-error to see which values divides the proportions of occurrences into a reasonable percentage, and after that they discuss with designers who can work on the game design to see whether the proportions can be improved based on these thresholds.

2.2.2 Abstracting User Requirement
After determining the matches that are of interest for our further research from the traditional methods, we develop a visual analytics system to analyze single match one by one, in which we could observe the dynamics of gameplay in each game and identify each action each player makes. Subsequently we can discover the spatiotemporal events and therefore understand how players’ actions affect occurrences and game situations. To achieve these objectives in terms of user requirement, our main target users, GUX analyst and data analyst (E.1-2), indicate the presence of the following features:

R.1 Displaying Comparative Overall Gameplay Statistics. Our system has to display the change of each team’s statistics (A.1,2), apart from the time and players’ locations throughout the match. That is, our data analyst (E.2), has to be able to observe each team’s total amount of gold, experience and hit rate well aligned by the time-stamps, so that comparisons can be made. Moreover, the team performance should also be divided into the statistics of each player. This is to allow the users to identify biases of performance for any individual player that heavily influences the outcome or dynamics of the game. Addressing these concerns can enhance the gaming experience of all the players.

R.2 Interactive Filtering to Select Timeframe for Simulating the Match Replay. One traditional approach for GUX analysts (E.1) to investigate user behaviors in MOBA is to watch the whole gameplay from each player’s screen. To realize the outcome of such observation, our system must provide a simplified view of match replay to observe the change in the players’ movement and tactics behaviors (A.1,3). Simulating the game in a simplified setting can allow users to understand how each player plans to launch an attack, retreat or proceed in one screen. Moreover, interactions should be provided to narrow down the game to important timeframes to search for insights (E.2) and seek for details from their impressions (E.1).

R.3 Summarization of Gameplay Events to Facilitate Search. Given various events that strongly determine game occurrences (e.g., destroying towers or accumulating kills of enemies), our system should display a clear record of time, location and details for these important events. It mainly leverages the time and location attributes (A.1) in data logs to arrange different events to provide insights for our data analyst (E.2). By contrast, our GUX analyst also wants to cluster the events (A.3) to search for the relevant time and locations, so that arranging the events in a manner that helps locate time and positions is important as well.
3 RELATED WORK

Since MOBA games can be considered both as team sports and video games, our related work can fall into the following categories: 1) research on MOBA player’s behavior; 2) visual analytics of sports and; 3) data driven approaches on research of game data.

3.1 Research on MOBA Player’s Behavior

Research on the behavior of MOBA players often focuses on the social interactions among players in the team competition environment. Chen et al. showed that game features affect in-game social interaction, including interpersonal relationships, community size and social alienation [31]. Shim et al. provided a domain-knowledge based approach to propose an efficient and automatic abnormal player decision support scheme using PageRank and normal distribution to find and judge bad players [33]. Johnson et al. found that MOBA games stimulate less immersion and presence for players. Additionally, although challenges and frustration are significantly higher in this genre, players derive a sense of satisfaction from teamwork, competition and mastery of complex gameplay interactions [15]. These kinds of work identify the characteristics of MOBA players, instead of the characteristics of game designs, which affect the group of players in terms of the interests explored in the above-cited works and which are considered the key elements of game design in our work. Lastly, for the user studies and evaluation done related to MOBA games, questionnaires from online community, interviews with computer players and trial play are popular methods [9, 19, 17, 23].

3.2 Visual Analytics on Sports

Similar to analyzing MOBA as a team game, there are general frameworks available for sports visual analytics [14] [40], but they only reveal general descriptions about matches rather than discovering problems on game design. Also there are visual analytics systems for professional sports such as soccer, ice hockey, baseball and tennis.

SoccerStories [27] helps analysts explore soccer data by focusing on game phases and connected visualizations for specific actions such as a series of passes or a goal attempt. Janetzko et al. presented a system to analyze high-frequency position-based soccer data for analyzing movement features and game events [14]. Manuel et al. proposed a visual analysis system for interactive identification of soccer patterns and specific situations [34]. These works are useful when a specific occurrence (i.e. phase) can be clearly defined, which is not our case. Baseball4D [6] reconstructs the whole baseball game in 3D from the raw position data and provides statistical methods to inform baseball analysis. For us, revealing the whole gameplay in 3D is not as important as trends with features (i.e., powers, abilities or levels). Visualizing the whole action context is insufficient to realize our goals.

SnapShot [28] integrates hockey intelligence gathering process to support the exploration of dataspace, sharing of hypotheses and communication of findings. It aims at providing free discussion of ice hockey situations, whereas we are more target-oriented to search for the reasons behind specific behavior of snowballing and comeback.

TennisVis [30] applies basic data such as score, point outcomes, point lengths, service information, and match videos from camera to provide visualizations for tennis coaches and players to quickly gain insights into match performance. Although it has demonstrated easily learnable visualizations, ad hoc hypothesis generation, and evaluation and facilitation of result sharing, it only demonstrates how sports visualization for a one-on-one match should be done. We want to summarize overall team performance, which means our visualization techniques are more tailor made with team comparison and group actions.

3.3 Data Driven Approaches on Research of Game Data

The research works of game data include: prediction of match outcomes, team matching mechanism and visualization of game data. Firstly, for researches in feature extractions to predict match outcomes, Yang et al. modeled combat from game logs as a sequence of graphs to identify patterns in combat [41]. Rioult et al. introduced low-level topological clues, allowing for characterizing the space structure of a MOBA [32]. Bosc et al. identified encoding player actions into sequences, mining sequential patterns, and computing the balance of each resulting strategy as steps to extract patterns in a reasonable time [1]. Though they demonstrated food results and predictions, they cannot reveal the dynamics of intermediate results, since there are no clear labels of such results for supervised learning.

For team matching mechanism, Veron et al. presented a database for the matchmaking service [35]. Drachen et al. presented zone changes, distribution of team members and time series clustering via a fuzzy approach as data-driven measures of spatiotemporal behavior and indicated such behavior is highly related to team skill and collaborations [7]. Kim et al. explored how users negotiate the proficiency-congruency dilemma and proved player proficiency increased team performance more than team congruency [16]. Since matchmaking on MOBA game is comprehensive now, we focus on factors affecting game occurrence assuming the skills between teams are matched.

Lastly, for visualization of game data, Wallner provided a literature review [37] which stated the first visual design scheme for such analytics is to define target audience and users, who are game analysts in our case. Wallner et al. proposed PLATO [38] composed of subgraph matching, pathfinding, data comparison, clustering and several visualization techniques to analyze game data not only limited to MOBA [6]. However for study MOBA games occurrence, it is too general. Hoobler et al. presented a system for enhancing observations of user interactions in virtual environments and focused on analyzing player behavior patterns [12]. It allowed spectators to visualize large-scale behaviors, team strategies and semantic information of specific actions to reduce the information overload from traditional overview visualizations. For us, besides visualizing semantic information and team strategies, we would also like to explore and identify potential flaws in game design. Besides, some game data management systems [10, 21, 24, 25] aim game designers gain insights on game data, but they focus on game technical specifications only.

4 WORKFLOW AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we present a visual analytics workflow (Fig. 4) that facilitates analysis of the game occurrences based on discussions with domain experts. It helps translate domain knowledge into visualized patterns for further investigation on data at a bigger scale.

![Figure 4. Workflow for identification and exploration of patterns for snowballing and comeback in MOBA matches. Users apply visual reasoning to extract patterns which will be verified by high volume of data.](Image 318x223 to 548x351)

The proposed workflow consists of three components: a data preprocessing module, a data analysis/modeling module, and a visualization module containing six major linked views (Fig. 1). Users are free to explore and select any match periods with timeline sliders in the Trend View and the Trajectory View. The Tactic Geographical Timeline View will automatically switch to the corresponding time frame. When using the system on their own, experts tend to start with inspecting the Player Billing Radar and Tactic Comparison View to gain an overall impression of team performances. After that they proceed to the Trend View and Resource Time Sequence View to locate the important time frames. Then they undertake a more detailed analysis of the events happening during these time frames in the Tactic Geographical Timeline View and Trajectory View.
4.1 Data Preprocessing

Processing the raw data described in Section 2.1.2 is necessary prior to analysis. In particular, to model and visualize the data, we need to classify and summarize them by respective features as follows:

F.1 Aligning Log Data: We align the log data by the timestamps, which provides spatiotemporal information of different game units (A.1) and their corresponding actions (A.3).

F.2 Game Event Extraction: We then extract game events such as combat and destroying towers from the activity logs by calculating the individual hits (A.3) throughout the time.

F.3 Summarizing Events: Based on aggregated game statistics (A.2-3), we can construct a table summarizing each of the matches, with which we can better understand individual player’s performance.

F.4 Classify Players’ and A.I. Activities: We need to differentiate activities conducted by heroes vs. those by computer-controlled units as well to extract players’ involvement for their game status (A.2).

4.2 User Interface Design

Our visual analytic system contains six interactive views to enable free exploration of MOBA gameplay data as requested by our experts (R.1-3). For the color encoding, we use red and blue to represent two teams, respectively and warm versus cool colors to encode the players in the corresponding teams.

4.2.1 Trend View

The Trend View (Fig. 5) provides an overview of the game progress during a match (R.1). We categorize the information on team statistics into three sub charts: the position dynamics of players (F.1), the periods of time when important events happen (F.2); and the accumulation of resources in each team throughout the match (F.3).

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. (a) A time sequence view of Y-trajectory of all players enables selection of important stages (1,2,3); two curves represent the average distance of intra-team. (b) timeline with bars indicates combat periods, circle dots representing timestamps when attacking towers and glyphs showing timestamps when starting to occupy towers; (c) comparison view of resource changes of both camps.

Traditionally, heat maps are applied to reveal the overall distribution of players and their matching trajectories in a selected time window on a geographical map. However, heat maps show aggregated data over a period of time and thus it is difficult to extract information related to a specific timestamp for feature alignment. Here, we propose a Y-axis position dynamics mapping, along with the traditional timeline. The positions of players are shown in a time series view that illustrates the Y-trajectories of each player throughout the game (F.1). Each player is represented by a smooth curve. Noted that we use Y-axis because of the map design. In all scenarios of MOBA games, positions along the axis that distinguishes the bases between the two camps is far more meaningful than the other one. This is because it can serve as cues on which camp is marching towards the opponent’s base and which camp is in a defense position. Another way to investigate team movement is to consider the distances between each member of a team [7]. In other words, the degree of team distribution over the map. To obtain a baseline metric for intra-team distance, the average over all pairs of distances between the players on a team \( T \) is defined as $D_T = \frac{1}{|T|} \sum_{i \neq j} d(i,j)$, where $d(i,j)$ is the Euclidean distance between player $i$ and $j$.

4.2.2 Trajectory View

We display the gameplay dynamics in a game map in the Trajectory View (Fig. 7) to simulate real matches (R.2). Considering the quantity and transfer load of the movement data, the game company we work with currently samples players’ position and status every five seconds. Thus, we combine trajectories with the temporal dimension (A.1) to add a dynamic quality for a better understanding of the flow of gameplay.

After discussion with our GUX analyst (E.1), we use a moving dot to simulate how a hero moves between two discrete positions on the
of the action groups individually as they are independent of one another. Furthermore, to summarize the effect of a tactical action on its executor’s status (F.3), we design a pie node in which the black region represents the change of resources (e.g., cash or experience) as a result of the associated action: the larger the ratio the black region is, the bigger the change of the resources is. We use an arrow to explicitly indicate upgrading events (Fig. 8). Each line represents one player with the same color used in other views.

**Design Alternatives** We develop the Tactic Geographical Timeline View through an iterative process with our domain experts. The first design alternative (DA1 in Fig. 9) is a two-layer hierarchy timeline view, with the horizontal axis being the traditional timeline and each vertical block indicating the tactical actions of the two opposite camps in a one-minute period. In each block, the five columns represent five players in the corresponding camp, and each row starting from the side closer to the timeline represents the sequence of tactical actions the player performs. Note that the actions across different team members are aligned step by step. DA2 is very similar to DA1, except that the players’ tactical actions in each block are distributed based on their real timestamps: the shorter the distance is vertically, the closer they are in time. For the other two design alternatives (DA3 and DA4), we extract the unique tactical actions in each block, line them up horizontally, and use separate curves to connect the series of actions performed by individual players. The difference between DA3 and DA4 is also the temporal alignment of the tactical actions across players.

**Figure 8. Encoding scheme: moving nodes and action pie nodes.** Each pie node provides a summary of the current rate of change of resource of the player. An arrow indicates that a upgrading behavior occurs.

**Figure 9. Design alternatives based on a two-layer hierarchy timeline.**

Our GUX analyst and data analyst (E.1-2) have found that the above mentioned design alternatives are cumbersome for memorizing the dynamic evolution of players’ tactical actions. Among the four designs, they prefer DA2 for the following reasons: (1) it reflects the real game situation, as the layout of tactical actions on the y-axis suggests the actions’ actual temporal correspondence, providing a sense of realism especially for our GUX analyst (E.1). (2) There is no need to track the players’ curves, since they fail to identify any movement pattern and may cause visual clutter and confusion. Still, they have the following concerns regarding DA2: (1) two hierarchies of timeline (i.e., traditional horizontal timeline and vertical timeline within a one-minute period) is highly ambiguous. (2) Sometimes successive tactical actions are performed in such a short period of time that they overlay together and lead to visual clutter. Moreover, when the number of tactical actions increases in a single block, the screen space becomes a bottleneck. Therefore, we propose the Tactic Geographical Timeline View, which combines the traditional timeline and players’ geographical positions (A.1) together. It provides a overview of how players are distributed across the battle field over time which is easier to obtain than using the interactive approach in the four design alternatives.
4.2.4 Tactic View & Equipment Evolution View

We develop the Matrix View (Fig. 1e) to unfold the temporal dynamics of all the tactical actions (F.2) in the two camps, providing an overview of the match from the tactics’ perspective (R.1). The X-axis of the matrix diagrams represents the timeline, grouped by one-minute interval. Valuable on the Y-axis are high-level categories of tactical actions as suggested by our data analyst (E.2) in the Tactic Geographical Timeline View. The pie glyph in each cell in the matrix diagram indicates the ratio of the two opposite camps in terms of the tactical actions performed in the corresponding category. The total number of tactical actions in that time period is mapped to the size of the glyph. In addition, if selected, a particular player’s tactical action distribution shows up in each cell (F.4). When hovering over a cell in the matrix, its portion of the pie glyph and tooltips get highlighted.

All equipment of players can evolve that allows a significant improvement of the abilities for each character. To capture this, we design an Equipment Evolution View, which different types of equipment are encoded by different glyphs (A.2) and the equipment levels are visualized by the sizes of the glyphs. Since the impact of equipment evolution on different character attributes are interdependent, it is necessary to show changes in all the attributes for a holistic overview. To understand how the time when the equipment evolves may affect the occurrence, we plot the equipment evolution events along the timeline with the players. The evolution hierarchy is illustrated using a curve connecting the parent equipment to the child. Its width represents the cost in cash. Moreover, relevant equipment can be related together by hovering over a particular equipment.

To provide a summary of the results of such evolution, a Player Billing Radar on the right (Fig. 1f) displays the overall statistics of each player. The dimensions are preset according to our experts’ needs, including the number of kills, towers destroyed, death, assists, cash earned and levels up. It is drawn with a Bezier curve since the curvature enables a perception of an area even when shapes overlap, and thus the performances of all ten players can be more easily seen and compared.

4.2.5 Interactions Among the Views

Our system provides users with rich interactions to facilitate an efficient in-depth analysis (R.2). Besides typical user interactions, such as filtering (e.g., filtering by players, tactical actions, etc.) and brushing (e.g., brushing on the timeline, etc.), we also support the following interactions: (1) Linking. The system enables automatic linking among different views mainly through temporal correspondence. Information updates are triggered by clicking the buttons in the legends in each view. That is to say, all the legends in the system serve not only as labels, but also as data-filter buttons. (2) Highlighting. When users select certain data entry in a view, our system automatically highlights the corresponding information in all the other views. (3) Animation. The simulation of real gameplay environment with media control is presented as animation. When the time elapses in the simulation, the time window in other views shifts at the same pace.

Figure 10. Early advantaged team (RED) occupies and destroys one light tower and three inner towers at around 12 minutes. However after 2 minutes, the comeback team (BLUE) destroys two base towers.

5 USE CASES

This section explains the game occurrences identified by our game designers (E.3-4) using the analysis of our GUX analyst (E.1) and data analyst (E.2). They identify key reasons due to players’ decisions or biases in the game settings. To demonstrate the functionality of our system, we present how design issues are discovered, verified and improved and the “common mistakes” that lead to such occurrences.

5.1 Case One: Get Back on the Winning Track

The following sequences of activities occur when our GUX analyst and data analyst analyze each of the matches.

5.1.1 A First Glance: Observing the General Performance and Match Dynamics

Our data analyst (E.2) first gives attention to the Player Billing Information Radar View (Fig. 1f) to understand players’ performance from an overview perspective (R.1) to discover players whose overall performances largely overwhelm their teammates. Then, he proceeds to the Tactic View (Fig. 1e) to obtain a main idea of the evolution of tactical actions conducted by both sides. In the initial stage, both camps focus on killing creeps reflected by the release of “skill hit creep”, since these are the most basic way to earn cash and gain experience. After that the two sides meet and fight with each other as shown in the increase of “skill hit hero”, “hero die” and “hero kill” tactical actions, with some starts of main events like “skill hit tower” and “tower destroy”. These symbolize the entering of the developing/enhancing stage of the match.

5.1.2 After the Glance: Identifying Important Timestamps

The analyst then takes a detailed analysis of the Trend View to learn about the trajectory evolution of both camps and the changes in their resources accumulation. In the early stage of the match, the early advantaged teams mainly overwhelm all the combats in the midfield. However, the main outcome they have achieved is only occupying or destroying the several relatively small towers in Fig. 10. After around 1 minute, it is shown that the comeback teams start to gain advantages and march towards their opponents bases. After identifying the time of such occurrence, the expert filters out the important events to observe their timestamps and the corresponding resources changes before and after these events.

Figure 12. Large resource difference between early advantaged team (RED) and the comeback team (BLUE) before (2). Resource difference narrows after BLUE kills troopers (1), and plummets to 0 after BLUE destroys two outer towers (1), due to a large award of resources (3).

5.1.3 Narrow Down to Collect Evidences in Simulations

The analyst observes that after the early advantaged teams have destroyed an inner tower, they are busy defending the troopers and some eventually stay to fight against the opposite camp. They all assemble on one side in the map and destroy another inner tower. After that, they decide to proceed and choose not to go back to get healed or wait for their equipment upgrade, which leads to defeat due to the lack of
health points. Thus, the comeback occurs when the comeback team take such advantage and kills the troopers. The team then proceeds to destroy two outer towers, as shown in Fig. 11. The expert clearly observes in the Resource View (Fig. 12) that the resource difference between two teams decreases to a great extent after such towers are destroyed. Furthermore there are increases in the comeback teams’ levels and equipment evolution shown in Fig. 13, which make the comeback teams win combats in the later stages.

Figure 11. How the disadvantaged team (BLUE) does a comeback: (a) They kill troopers; (b) Heroes of the early advantaged team (RED) are defeated and return home; (c) BLUE destroys a tower of RED camp; (d) BLUE destroys another tower of RED camp.

Figure 13. There are four players in BLUE camp who upgrade their equipment due to the large awards by destroying towers.

5.1.4 Summarizing the Takeaways and Verification

Our game designers’ (E.3-4) takeaway for the game design is the imbalanced proportion of reward received between destroying outer towers and inner towers, and the high attacking capability of base towers. The gain of destroying an inner tower can not compensate the loss of health for the early advantaged players, consequently letting the comeback team able to outweigh them in the following battles.

To verify the hypothesis of imbalanced towers’ rewards, we take the positions of all players after the comeback team’s inner towers are destroyed by the early advantaged team in 100 sampled matches, and plot them into heat maps. This is because such group spatial-temporal information (i.e. players accumulating near the pathways, towers or enemy bases at a specific time) can give us a hint of the team skills and collaborations [7]. The results show a positive feedback. After the success of destroying inner towers and attempting to proceed to destroy base towers, the early advantaged teams show two traces of movements. Either they retreat or they are killed near the opponents’ bases. Oppositely, the comeback teams seize the opportunity to march to the outer towers of the early advantaged teams, impeding upgrades their equipment from the reward by destroying the outer towers. The contrast shows that it is undesirable for the early advantaged team to proceed after destroying the inner towers, which is supposed to be legit from the perspective of game design. Therefore, our game designers agree that lowering the attack of the base tower and the reward for destroying the outer towers could be the solutions for improvement.

5.1.5 Other Comebacks Caused By Players’ Misjudgment

We briefly explain some reasons of comeback occurrences caused by players’ own misjudgment. Our experts list out positions and hits as two factors derived from the system that attribute to the possibility of comeback. Position factor represents the retreat actions done by some players while their teammates are still in combats though they are in an advantaged positions, which can be seen in Trajectory/Geographical Timeline View. Hit factor represents the over focus on killing heroes or creeps without destroying towers, which can be seen in the performances metrics. As killing does not contribute much to equipment evolution that increases the overall power of the team, these teams become disadvantaged after their opponents have destroyed some towers.

5.2 Case Two: Snowballing on a Roll

5.2.1 Dominating Performance in Several Key Attributes

Following a similar observation process, the analysts first notice that the snowballing teams have a much better performance than the opposite camp through the views related to the overall performances. They observe through the Trend View that, in the initial phase, the snowballing team accumulates advantages by winning in the combats (Fig. 15 (2)) and destroying towers (i.e., two towers in around 3 minute (Fig. 15 (1))). Then they continue to overpower the opposite team by occupying light towers and interval combats until the end.

5.2.2 Destroying Key Structures Leading to Initial Success

Our GUX analyst (E.1) then wonders “what makes the BLUE camp lose all the combats?” By selecting the first four-minute period, he discovers that after two combats the snowballing teams win (Fig. 15 (5)), they accumulate sufficient cash and experience to upgrade the players’ equipment, while the opponents’ still remains the same. Thus the snowballing teams easily push down another two towers (Fig. 15 (6)) and continue to upgrade the defense equipment (Fig. 15 (3,4)). At this stage, all the winning teams keep holding a large gap by upgrading their equipment to higher levels, maintaining an overwhelming advantage in the following combats. The analyst also discovers another reason why the disadvantaged teams cannot accumulate resources in other ways such as sweeping creeps: nearly all of their light towers
Thus the most of the killing events in the initial phase before destroying towers. It is often that certain players from one side contribute to narrow down the inspection into specific match periods and locations, we demonstrate that patterns can be observed and the design of the MOBA game can easily be studied.

5.2.4 Other Snowballing Occurrences

Our experts conclude that, the culprit from game design causing snowballing is the over rewarding attacking equipment after evolution. After several combats, while the experience and reward from kills and hits of game units can accumulate some comparable assets between the teams, the first team able to evolve their equipment can easily break the tie and trump their opponents. If they can maintain the equipment advantages for a long enough time, the snowballing will become inevitable. To verify this hypothesis, we examine the combats in which win by the snowballing teams and their opponents before and after one side leveled up their attacking equipment among 100 sampled games, again. The result (Fig. 16) shows that the turning point of dominating combats starts in the 90 seconds after the attacking equipment evolution. Therefore, lowering the power difference between the first level up of attacking equipment could be a possible remedy to improve the snowballing. Meanwhile, the field of view of light towers should be narrowed to give the underdogs sufficient room to gain resources.

5.3 Experts Review and Discussion

First, our GUX analyst (E.1) is keen on using the system to reduce his workload in User Experience Evaluation. Previously, he needed to gather a group of user experience researchers in the company together, standing behind the players to observe them playing the game and take notes of the game statistics changes in each match. This is labor intensive and time consuming. With our system, the experts can explore different but interconnected information about the match in various views, some of which resemble the actual gameplay to facilitate recall and interpretation. Once our experts become familiar with the interactions in the system, they start to develop a path through the system for single match inspection, which boosts their analysis efficiency.

Furthermore, our system effectively records changes in players’ behavior changes and resources throughout the match. For example, our GUX analyst (E.1) points out that he can easily observe when a team decides to retreat or proceed using our Tactic Geographical Timeline View. The large and clear display allows analysts to quickly skim through trivial matches and identify the ones that arouse their interests. The experts then dive in and investigate the consequences of the decisions in the Trend View. In the end, by analyzing several representative matches with respect to each type of occurrence, our game designers (R.3-4) can compare the conclusions obtained from each game and establish a consensus on the reasons behind the occurrences. Moreover, our data analyst (E.2) enjoys using the comparison views to deliver a more compelling stories of statistical findings to the game designers.

In the interview, we ask about the envisioned applicability of our system for analyzing other MOBA games. All of them agree that only a slight change in the glyph design would be sufficient. This is because although MOBA games may differ in the number of players, the variation is relatively small (max. 10 vs. 10). The characters’ tactical actions may be different in names and visual effects as well, but in general can still be grouped by the categories mentioned in section 2.1.2. In a word, our system can be easily extended by making minor modifications. For the improvements, our experts plan to add more game features that increase the engagement of analysts to understand player’s emotions. However, they point out that the emotional factors are not essential in the analysis of occurrences in MOBA games.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We present a visual analytics system designed to enable the analysis of occurrences in a MOBA game. Our system consolidates the multivariate gameplay data into insights of trends, game replay and players’ tactics. By narrowing down the inspection into specific match periods and locations, we demonstrate that patterns can be observed and the design of the MOBA game can easily be studied.

For future development, we plan to provide a simulation of “what-if” conditions, so that users can change some attributes in the games to see how the new designs can possibly change the game situations. This will allow the game analysts to fine tune their results and therefore foster more desirable outcomes. For example, analysts can know whether a comeback will be easier by changing some parameters. We also plan to aggregate multiple matches into one display to see whether or not comparing performance across matches at the same can generate other insights as well. This kind of work will cope with the challenges of solving the display of increasing game data.
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